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"As o'er the past my memory strays,' I recall certain reminiscences of a past generation . . . which may possess some interest to readers . . . and, therefore, I will record them, without delay, as my own generation is nearly past, and the one prior to that, entirely gone, and soon there will be no one either to tell or to listen with interest."

From "Some Reminiscences of the Warminster Society" (1914) by MARY W. EARLY

"The Negro is lashed to death, alas! to sugar your tea."

From "England and France" (1806) by ESAIAS TEGNER

"I sacrificed a tear on the altar of humanity."

From "Resa ifrån Stockholm genom Danmark" (1811–15) by CARL BERNHARD WADSTRÖM
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From the Preface to Observations on the Slave Trade (1789)
CARL BERNHARD WADSTRÖM

Animated with a desire of defending the cause of suffering humanity... having been so fortunately situated, as to be enabled fully to inform myself of the nature of the slave trade... would I were endowed with powers to represent in colours sufficiently striking, the frightful picture I have formed to myself, of the above-mentioned traffick, and thereby to prove, that these detestable markets for human flesh, constitute the last stage of all false principles; the greatest of all abuses; the inversion of all order; and originate solely in that corrupted system of commerce, which pervades every civilized nation at this day... This detestable abuse may be considered as proceeding from a degenerate love of dominion, and of possessing the property of others; which, instead of diffusing the genial influence of benevolence and liberty, produces, in their state of inversion, all the horrors of tyranny and slavery...

I am not only ready to devote my own person in this cause, but also to excite all those in whose breast there still remains a spark of humanity, to unite with prudence and activity, to accomplish this grand work, which has for its end the extermination of every evil and false principle, preparing the way for the reception of Goodness and Truth, in every human society... pleading at the bar of human sensibility, in favour of the most oppressed nations in the universe...

In exposing to the world the atrocious acts committed in that part of the globe to which I have been eye-witness, it is not improbable, that both the nations and individuals who have countenanced them, may
Knowledge, Silence, and Denial: The Late-eighteenth-century Debate on Slavery and Colonialism in Sweden

FREDRIK THOMASSON, Uppsala University, Department of History

The first line of a 1797 review of the Swedish translation of Thomas Clarkson’s (1760–1846) abolitionist tract An Essay on the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Species (1786) states: "Here is another important subject, generally less related to the advantageous conditions of our country; however it will not therefore lack the warm compassion of the philosopher and friend of humanity."

The reviewer, court poet Carl Gustaf af Leopold, seems oblivious to the fact that since 1785, Sweden itself was a slaveholding nation. Swedish merchants were trading slaves, albeit on a small scale, and Swedish officials at the Caribbean colony of Saint Barthelemy had in the decade prior put in place a draconian justice system that governed the island’s black population, both enslaved and free. Nonetheless, Leopold was certainly aware of the debate on slavery and the slave trade, and he joined Clarkson in his condemnation of this sordid business.

Leopold’s remark highlights the main question of this essay: how were slavery and colonialism discussed in Sweden during the second half of the eighteenth century? It also reminds us of how Sweden has been silent about its own colonial ventures and participation in the Atlantic slavery system—a silence that to a certain extent is still with us.

While Carl Bernhard Wadström (1746–99) made a significant contribution to the international abolitionist movement, he was also a great
promoter of colonization. My students sometimes have difficulty understanding how these two seemingly contradictory convictions could be part of the same worldview. Wadström studied and began his career in Sweden at a time when both slavery and colonization were being discussed. He was of course not alone in either his distaste for slavery or his enthusiasm for colonization. Most well-known among his fellow abolitionist Swedes was the botanist and physician Anders Sparrman (1748-1820), who not only criticized slavery but also early in his career advocated for Sweden to colonize parts of Australia.

My aim is to show that Swedes like Wadström and Sparrman were participating in a debate that had already been highly prevalent in Sweden. While their joining with the abolitionists, arguably one of the earliest transnational political movements, attested to their position on these issues, many of their opinions were probably already formed before they left Sweden.²

I do not intend, however, to make any detailed comparisons between the international debate on slavery and the Swedish debate in particular, as this would entail a study of much greater scope. I do hope to be able to publish a book-length study on that subject in the future. Since the recent literature on abolition is vast, this essay offers only a brief account of the debate in Sweden during Wadström’s lifespan, situating him and other Swedish abolitionists in their Swedish context.

Colonial Propaganda

Sweden never became an important overseas colonial power, but this was not for lack of ambition. The most prominent result of its colonial ambitions was New Sweden (1638–55), which was its attempt to gain a territory in the Americas. The Swedish colony, located in today’s Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey, was a brief interlude in the battle between the more successful colonial powers, Britain and the Netherlands. The Swedish Africa Company’s fort at Cabo Corso, located in today’s Ghana, was an even briefer episode (1650s-60s).³

Notwithstanding these experiences, a range of more or less realistic plans were discussed and investigated all throughout the eighteenth century. Among the more fantastic projects were the establishments of Swedish colonies at Madagascar and in the Orinoco delta, located in today’s Venezuela.⁴

Swedish merchants and statesmen were inspired by, for instance, neighboring Denmark’s more successful ventures in both Africa and the Caribbean. The rise of the Atlantic sugar economy did not go unobserved, and Swedish governmental economic discourse was turning increasingly mercantilist. One of the main professed aims of this new colonial interest was to find new markets for Swedish products. Having made his early career in the Swedish mining sector, Wadström was aware of such economic thinking.⁵ In a 1768 trade manual, for example, among a plethora of goods, slaves were described as a potential form of Swedish merchandise. It was underlined that such Africans were used for purposes of both agriculture and mining.

These African peoples are bought by Frenchmen, Englishmen, Dutchmen, Portuguese and Danes on the Guinea coast. . . . They are used by the Europeans in their mines and on their plantations in the Americas.⁶

One of the reasons for Sweden’s 1757–62 participation in the Seven Years’ War was to gain a foothold in the Caribbean; this time, the plan was to acquire the island Tobago, but Swedish diplomats were later instructed to try to obtain several other Caribbean territories, including Puerto Rico.

The colonial discourse can be followed in state papers, an example of which is an undated document (most probably from around 1780) proposing that a colony be established in Africa. The proposal contains a detailed budget, which states that out of the total sum of twenty-five thousand Swedish riksdaler, ten thousand were set apart for the purchase of 250 slaves. This was justified in the following way:

As the climate does not permit Europeans to be used for hard work, and the low initial number of them is only sufficient for guarding and supervision, it is necessary to purchase at least 250 negro slaves.⁷

This shows that the purchase of slaves was not a foreign idea in the circles promoting Swedish colonization.
Colonization propaganda was also printed. Ulrik Nordenskiöld's (1750–1810) Treatise on the Benefits of Commerce and Colonization in the Indies and Africa for Sweden, which he published anonymously in 1776, strongly argues on behalf of Swedish colonies, containing budgets and plans for such enterprises. It is clear that Nordenskiöld knew the international literature on the subject. In 1778, Anders Sparrman, who traveled with James Cook (1728–79) around the world in the first part of the 1770s, proposed in print that apart of New Holland's (Australia) southwest coast should be claimed by Sweden; as "it is still unseen by Flag officers . . . [and] an altogether unknown part of our globe . . . which I especially would like to see . . . named after Swedish places and Mæcenas." Another example of the promoting of colonization was Johan Henric Kellgren's (1751–95) anonymously published Proposal: On the Founding of Colonies in the Indies and on the African Coast (1784), which contains an enthusiastic program for Swedish overseas ventures.

Wadström's own account, Observations on the Slave Trade (1789), was informed by his voyage to Africa. Published in Swedish in 1791, the first half of the tract is indeed a critique against slavery and the slave trade, while the second half is an exhortation for establishing African agricultural colonies. How Swedish readers perceived this message is hard to reconstruct, but it is not impossible that Wadström was foremost considered a promoter of colonization. It should also be noted that Wadström and his fellow Swedes' publications in English reached some Swedish readers as well. Of the 284 names in the list of subscribers to Wadström's An Essay on Colonization (1794–95), more than 130 of them are Swedish.

Later commentators, including historians, have had problems in taking Swedish colonial ambitions seriously. Indeed, some of the Swedish projects do appear bizarre in their disregard of both geographic and political realities. Nonetheless, the small Antillean island Saint Barthélemy was acquired from France in 1784 in exchange for French trading rights in Sweden. It may well also be possible that pre-revolutionary France considered advantageous the presence of a friendly Swedish island in the highly volatile Caribbean archipelago. This is not the right context to discuss the history of the acquisition, suffice it to underline that the preceding decades' debate indicates that Swedish government circles and the upper echelons of society had an abundant interest in and showed a great deal of preparedness for overseas colonial ventures. Sweden took possession of the island in March 1785, becoming the last entrant in the quest for Caribbean colonies (the United States's later forays not included). This also made Sweden a slaveholding nation for the first time, since serfdom, human bondage of ancient date, largely had lost its grip on peasants since the late Middle Ages.

The Debate in the Newspapers

While colonization was being promoted and discussed by litterateurs, merchants, and statesmen, there was a vivid debate going on over this issue in the Swedish newspapers. In 1781, one of the capital's main newspapers—Stockholms Posten—bleakly predicted the following:

Yet there are countries on earth to be discovered . . . Yet there are riches to be stolen, counties to plunder, heads to be baptized, throats to strangle, blood to shed.

In 1782, the culprits were specified in another newspaper.

Spaniards, Englishmen, Dutchmen and Frenchmen call themselves Christian, and yet they keep thousands of human prisoners in this gruesome state [of slavery], and trade them as dumb animals.

In 1786, yet another newspaper added economic and demographic rationales to the critique.

It is a shame for the enlightened world that slave trade is still conducted by peoples of the Christian faith. This trade hinders the sciences, industry and population increase.

There was great interest in Sweden for the fledgling United States, and opinions were mostly enthusiastic. The praise was not always unconditional, though; several authors did not fail to point out the discrepancy between its constitution, which is probably what the writer here means by the term religion, and its practice of slavery:

Yet, in this moment, there is no country where humanity is more humiliated than in America, Mr. Franklin's native land. A friend of
humanity must either close his eyes or shudder at a country, where contrary to its religion that proclaims that all humans are brothers, you can at every plantation see seven to eight hundred humans reduced to servitude, and indeed, counted as members of the animal kingdom.18

The above quotations summarize the mainstream opinion in the Swedish newspaper debate concerning these issues at that time: colonialism and slavery make up a sordid and exploitative business; hypocritical “Christians” treat slaves like animals; and these practices are not even conducive to the growth of commerce and population.

This discourse was not isolated to only the Stockholm newspapers. Gothenburg journals lambasted the cruelty of Caribbean slave-owners, and they eulogized slaves who, notwithstanding their brutal treatment, preserved their dignity and sense of justice.19 In a story retelling an event purportedly set on the Caribbean island Saint Christopher (St. Kitts) in 1756, one such noble slave by the name of Quazy had been wrongly accused of theft. During a fight with his owner—a childhood friend—rather than hurting his master, Quazy committed suicide.20 This article is also an example of how such stories circulated in the Atlantic world; it had already been published in the United States in 1788 and might have come from the British press originally.21 Swedish newspapers gathered a good deal of their international news and information from foreign newspapers. Sometimes a source is given, but most of the time it is not. Nevertheless, it would certainly be possible to trace the origins of a large number of the Swedish articles in French, British, and German press, the main sources of foreign news in Sweden. And while there were articles in the Swedish press that promoted commerce and took a more sanguine view on slavery, even the authors of these articles felt the need to justify slavery by claiming that it gave slaves the means of survival: "Yes, it is through commerce... that we can feed the porcelain worker in China and the despondent slave at the sugar plantation in the West Indies."22

I do not yet have enough material to ascertain a chronological development of what was published, but it is certainly the case that the number of articles concerning slavery increased during the 1780s–90s. This might have been a function of the growing foreign abolitionist material, especially in the British press. It should also be emphasized that the distinction made here between newspapers and books is a highly fluid one. Many newspapers and journals were short-lived, as the commercial conditions were difficult on the restricted Swedish market. In addition to economic problems, especially during the late 1780s and the early 1790s, censorship and political circumstances made continuous publishing a challenge. (See “Reporting about Saint Barthelemy” on page 41, below.)

Travelogues and Literature

The second half of the eighteenth century saw an international boom in the publication of travel books and descriptions of foreign lands. Almost all books concerning Africa and the Americas in some way mentioned or described slavery. A number of Swedish authors also endeavored to satisfy the readers' curiosity. Pehr Kalm (1716–79), one of Linnaeus's so-called apostles, visited North America from 1748 to 1751. His comprehensive travel account (1751–63) included detailed descriptions of the conditions of slaves in British America.22 Anders Sparrman spent almost two years in the Cape Colony in the 1770s. He traveled inland and experienced the almost warlike conditions on the edges of the Dutch colony. The first volume of Sparrman's account of his travels in Africa and around the world was published in 1783. He was highly critical of how the black populations were treated, of slavery, and of the slave trade.23 Botanist and physician Carl Peter Thunberg (1743–1816), another Linnaean, spent three years in the Cape Colony in the 1770s. He also described how the black population was treated; but contrary to Sparrman, he saw colonialism and slavery as a fact, and he was considerably less sympathetic about the Africans' plights.24 Kalm’s, Sparrman’s, and Thunberg’s books were immediately translated into several languages. In An Essay on the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Species, Clarkson cited Sparrman’s account of how the Dutch colonists hunted Hottentots to enslave them,25 which goes to show how quickly knowledge circulated at that time.

Slavery and its terrors were also touched upon in songs and popular literature. The following rhymed example is taken from a travel account by a ship chaplain who visited the Cape Colony on route to China:
"Should we, as slaves, be shipped to an unknown isle, away from home­land, girl and friend, no please, let us rather die!" 27

Other scientists who traveled overseas saw the effects of slavery and commented upon it in texts that were predominately directed toward a learned audience. Botanist Olof Swartz (1760–1818), who traveled to the West Indies in the 1780s, made important contributions to the study of the Caribbean flora. But Swartz also wrote about the conditions of the slaves on the islands he visited, and he did not mince words when he criticized slaveowners, referring to them as barbarians and executioners. One of the examples he gave was the following account of an execution, although it seems improbable that he actually had witnessed the scene:

A Negro that had killed his master was executed at Cavaillon at St. Domingue. His thumbs were cut off, and he was put on the breaking wheel without shedding a tear. You could only hear him saying: "When I murdered my master, it was bad for him: now I have to die for his sake, which is bad for me." 28

Similar stories were repeated by other Swedish writers, who had not themselves traveled or witnessed atrocities in the Caribbean but instead had picked them up in the foreign literature that reached Sweden. Jöran Fredriks­son Silfverhjelm (1762–1819), for example, made the following observation:

If a Negro kills one of the whites, for whatever reason, he is burned alive; but if a white kills his slave, this misdeed is atoned for by an insignificant fine, which is seldom collected. 29

A surprising amount of travel literature was translated into Swedish, especially in the last two decades of the century. A great number of the international successes were promptly published in Sweden, often in abridged versions. The strong presence of travelogues in late-eighteenth-century circulating libraries attests to the popularity of the genre at that time. These types of books, as well as novels and biographies, were considered to be part of the "lighter" reading material. 30

Sometimes, reviews of travelogues were scathing in their critique of the circumstances that foreign writers described. A passage in the Swedish edition of Mungo Park's (1771–1806) *Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa* led to an irate comment by a reviewer who condemned the author's compatriots who traded in slaves and human misery. 31

Forewords were a common place to air opinions or underline the horror of the descriptions in the translated book. C. G. A. Oldendorp's (1721–87) *book* on the Moravian mission on the Danish Caribbean islands was translated twice into Swedish. In the first abridged version (1784), the editor cited a Swedish informant—just back from the Americas—to prove that Oldendorp's descriptions were not exaggerated:

A Swedish officer who had served with distinction in the entire sea campaign in the last recent war in the West Indies told me that he had seen a French Officer in Martinique who while playing billiards crushed the skull of a negro boy with his cue stick just because of a slight mistake in the marking. The negro collapsed, and the officer said coldly: *I can pay for him.* 32

A few lines from another foreword offer insight into just what a Swede might have known about slavery around the year 1800. Samuel Ödmann (1750–1839), the translator and abridger of John Gabriel Stedman's (1744–97) narrative on the Maroon wars in Surinam, underlined how accessible knowledge about slavery was in Sweden during that time:

The translator imagines that most readers will find the cruelt­ies against Surinam's slaves given account for here exaggerated, against nature, impossible. But he cannot support such a consoling thought. The information he has on the manner which the Dutch and English treat their slaves in the West Indies paints a picture that does not in any sense make these unfortunate beings' fate in Surinam unbelievable. 33

While a list of quotations such as these could be made very long, the above selection gives an idea of the rhetorical strategies that were employed. The books in Swedish that mentioned slavery and the slave trade were critical.

**Slavery on the Stage and in Poetry**

While reading through newspapers in search of the above material, my attention was drawn to an advertisement for a play that was staged at
one of Stockholm's theatres. Entitled *The West Indies Traveler, or Virtue's Reward (Westindiefararen, eller Dygdens Belöning)*, with the author given as Herr Björn (i.e., the playwright Didrik Gabriel Björn [1757–1810]), the play was an adaptation of Louis-Sébastien Mercier's (1740–1814) *L'Habitant de la Guadeloupe*, which was first staged in Paris in 1786 and premiered in Stockholm in 1791. I immediately started to peruse bibliographies and Swedish theatre history. Plays with slavery either as a central theme or on Swedish stages, and several of them were successes. *Westindiefararen* was performed more than 170 times. Other plays included abolitionist dramas, such as August von Kotzebue's (1761–1819) *Die Negerklaven (Neger-slafrarne)*, which premiered in 1796. In the foreword to his play, Kotzebue underlined that many events had been omitted from the performance in order to spare the audience. Such cruelties would be too gruesome to portray on the stage, but in the printed version, he was truthful in his depiction of the slaves' terrible fate.34

Some plays were set in the Orient, and the slavery depicted was thus Ottoman, or Oriental. But this did not stop the playwrights from referring to issues of the Atlantic world as well. Sébastien-Roch Nicolas de Chamfort's (1741–94) *Le Marchand de Smyrne (Slafhandlaren i Smirna)* was first staged in Stockholm in 1775, exactly a year after its Parisian premiere. Significantly, the Swedish translation of the title underlined that the goods traded were slaves. In the play, when the slave trader Kaled is criticized by a French prisoner for selling him as a slave, Kaled retorts: “But what do you mean! Do you not sell negroes? I sell you for the same reason.... Is it not all the same? The only difference consists in that they are black, and that you are white.”35

We have little information about the theatrical performances, but judging from some of the preserved role lists, black characters were played by white Swedish actors, as using white actors only was the rule in European theatre at that time. Similarly, there is scant information on how these exotic settings were represented on the stage. Fascinatingly, the 1793 "pantomime-ballet" *Mirza and Lindor*, which was set in the newly acquired Swedish colony ("The scene is the island St. Barthélemy."36), included several slaves on its role list. Swedish slaves were thus represented on Stockholm stages for at least some productions.

The bibliography concerning slavery in theatre has recently grown, but there is no Swedish work treating the subject.37 The large number of such plays and their performances, however, is just another confirmation of the importance of slavery in public debate. It is difficult to estimate readership of books and newspapers, but the commercial success of some of these plays is tangible proof that the slavery question was ever-present in society and, importantly, not only among the upper classes. The Stockholm theatres catered to a fairly varied audience, including the middle class and lower classes of city workers, such as shop assistants and craftsmen.38

Learned poetry could not be claimed to be a popular art form, as it was printed in small editions that catered to an educated and highly literate audience. A typical exponent of this tradition was Count Johan Gabriel Oxenstierna (1750–1818), who along with a career in government also wrote poetry. Among his most famous poems is his 1796 epic poem "The Harvests" [*Skördarne*], in which he in the sixth song eloquently criticizes the greed of plantation owners and merchants, pitying the African slaves who can never benefit from their own work. Nils Lorents Sjöberg (1754–1822) expressed similar thoughts in his 1791 poem "Commerce" [*Handeln*]. While commerce is hailed as the fount of contemporary riches, he criticizes the excessive greed that has created inhuman slavery, its worst aberrations being the slave trade and the plantation system in the Americas. Oxenstierna and Sjöberg are prime examples of how the antislavery rhetoric was expressed in poetry.

**Reporting about Saint Barthélemy**

Court poet and litterateur Carl Gustaf af Leopold (1756–1829), the reviewer of Clarkson's abolitionist tract, was a central figure in the capital's literary scene.39 When he stated that slavery and slave trade were "generally less related to the advantageous conditions of our country," was he at the same time saying that Sweden had no connection to Atlantic slavery? It is impossible that he was not aware of the Swedish Caribbean colony. The acquisition of this colony in the 1780s was celebrated by King Gustav III (1746–92), who had been instrumental in the negotiations with France, and it was hailed as a triumph for Sweden. This message was repeated in Swedish newspapers. In 1785, the island was
declared a free port, granting merchants the freedom to come to trade at the island. Both this and other royal ordinances were read in churches; and as a result, especially poor peasants from the Finnish part of Sweden started to inquire about the possibility of moving there. A rumor about a possible future in the Swedish colony started to circulate. So to stymie these rumors, another royal proclamation was issued, this time prohibiting moving to Saint Barthelemy without royal permission.

This episode made it clear that the dissemination of information about the new colony could have unforeseen consequences. Censorship had become progressively stricter during Gustav’s reign; and though there is no tangible proof that news either from or about Saint Barthelemy had been censored, there are many examples of self-censorship by writers, journalists, and editors during these years. It appears highly likely that any Swedish litterateur would have known that writing about the colony might displease the king or a member of his entourage. The public opinion was, as shown above, critical of slavery; and the many nobles and important merchants who were shareholders in the Swedish West India Company were aware of this fact. The company was instituted in 1786, and one of its professed goals was to trade slaves using Saint Barthelemy as a transit harbor. The king encouraged merchants to join this lucrative commerce. In An Essay on Colonization, Wadström succinctly summarizes not only his own interests but also those of both his colleagues and royalty: “But the truth is, that the King loved gold, my worthy companions loved natural science, and I loved colonization.”

Silence is difficult to interpret; however, the fact remains that after the flurry of publications celebrating the acquisition, there was very little news arriving from Saint Barthelemy. A brief period of freedom of the press followed the assassination of the king in 1792, but censorship was again introduced in 1794. The 1790s was a tumultuous decade in Swedish politics; and while the international campaign against the slave trade grew in intensity, it seems that the implicit prohibition on writing about Swedish involvement was observed. In 1793, news from France was restricted; and in 1794, it was prohibited to report on anything concerning the United States or French constitutions. The political reporting only restarted in earnest in 1809, when the Swedish constitution went through radical change and a modicum of freedom of the press was reintroduced. During these two decades—sometimes called “the iron years”—the only news reported in Swedish newspapers about Saint Barthelemy were shipping and commercial news.

One of the very few publications about the colony was naturalist Bengt Anders Euphrasen’s (1756–96) description of the island published in late 1793. Euphrasen visited the island in 1788, on behalf of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, and he was instructed to investigate its flora and fauna. But as in other scientific travelogues, he included many passages on the island’s population. Euphrasen wrote several pages on the island’s legal system, which, as in all slave colonies, differed substantially from the public law of the mother countries. As soon as the Swedes arrived in 1785, they began adapting to the surrounding archipelago’s traditions of controlling the black population, both enslaved and free. The first major Swedish slave law was proclaimed in 1789. Euphrasen was a perspicacious observer, who in 1788 already understood perfectly how this system functioned. He described it over several pages in his book, writing in plain terms about how slaves were punished:

The punishment is usually executed in the following manner. The criminal is laid with face down tied to the wheels of a cannon and his legs stretched out and tied to two poles in the ground, his clothes are removed until he is nude, the one that hits him has a whip with a short handle, but the whip is 6 to 7 ells [c. 3 meters], he hits the nude slave violently from some distance, each lash sounds like a pistol-shot and big pieces of skin and flesh often come off the back. The slave has to endure 30, 50, or 100 such lashes according to the nature of his crime.

In the beginning of the Swedish period on the island, slaves were punished at one of the island’s forts, which explains the detail about how slaves were “tied to the wheels of a cannon.” Knowledge in Sweden of the black population’s conditions on Saint Barthelemy was certainly not widespread during this period. Newspapers did not write about it, and Euphrasen’s travel account probably never gained a broader audience. The only way for those in Sweden to assess the situation would be to apply what they knew about conditions in other colonies to the situation at Saint Barthelemy. This is what...
Ödmann, the translator of Stedman's work, did when he commented upon the terrible fate of the slaves in Surinam.

**Conclusion**

During the late eighteenth century, due to the relatively high Swedish literacy rate, readers of newspapers—and sometimes books—were more common in Stockholm than they were in many other European towns and cities. The reading public there at that time could easily inform itself about both the cruelty and the economic significance of slavery and colonization. In addition to this group, we may add the theatre audiences, who albeit in a different and often less direct way, were introduced to some of the facets of slavery, both Atlantic and Oriental.

This demographic consists only of those who had access to sources in Swedish. The Swedish upper classes, where knowledge of German and French was common, could also become informed by reading the international literature on the subject. An example of this is French writer Abbé Raynal’s (1713–96) famous colonial history, which although eventually banned in Sweden was nevertheless widely read. While knowledge of English was less common, it was increasing during the period.

People like Wadström and Sparrman, for example, would have had ample opportunity before leaving Sweden to inform themselves about slavery and the situation facing black populations in Africa and the Americas. I have provided examples only from 1750 onward; but of course previous literature, such as geographic manuals, earlier travelogues, and so forth, was also available to the capital’s educated inhabitants.

While the opinions voiced in the majority of newspaper articles and other writings were predominately against slavery, this critique never seems to have been addressed in conjunction with the fact that Sweden had its own slave colony. Censorship and the protection of political and commercial interests are certainly part of the explanation for this silence. Even more intriguing is how this silence remained the state of affairs at least until the debate on the Swedish abolition of slavery started in the 1840s, but that goes beyond the scope of this essay.

There were, of course, people who did know what was happening—first and foremost, the Swedish colonial officials in the Caribbean and the administrators of colonial affairs in Stockholm. The judges of the Swedish Supreme Court were also aware of the situation, as they had to confirm the island’s legislation and sometimes preside in court cases that involved slaves.

It is probably unrealistic to pretend that the general reading population in Sweden could have connected their Caribbean colony, about which they knew very little, to the antislavery propaganda that had been present for decades. But Anders Sparrman could certainly have made the same analogous conclusion as did Ödmann in his foreword to Stedman’s book. In Sparrman’s case, though, it would have been based on personal experience. In 1784, when he was offered the position of government doctor at Saint Barthélemy and declined, it is possible that he did not want to partake in the foundation of the Swedish slave colony. 45
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